
              

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Light Block 

  Dark Block 

PCQ SCRAPPY FRIENDSIP STARS 

Skill level: Easy 

Twin, 72” x 90”  

4 x 5 block layout, 20 blocks 

 

Throw, 54” x 72”  

3 x 4 block layout, 12 blocks 

 

Block, 18” finished 

(18-1/2” unfinished) 

 MAKE BLOCKS IN PAIRS. For each pair of blocks:  

Make Half Square Triangles (HSTs): 

 - Using 7-1/4” squares, press light squares on the diagonal, 

corner to corner, wrong side in.  

 - Place a light square and a dark square right sides together and 

sew 1/4” on each side of the crease.   

 - Cut apart on the crease; press seam open or toward the dark.  

 - Square up and trim HSTs to 6-1/2”. Make 8 HSTs per pair of 

blocks. 

 

Assemble Blocks: 

 - Lay out (5) 6-1/2”squares and (4) HSTs to create blocks as shown 

above. Make one block with light corners and a dark star, and the 

other with dark corners and a light star.  

 - Sew into rows, then sew rows together. Press as indicated by 

arrows above. 

 - Block size is 18-1/2” unfinished. 



     
Assemble Quilt:  

 - Make the number of blocks needed for the quilt size you’re making. 

 - Arrange blocks according to the quilt layout images, alternating light and dark blocks.  

 - Sew blocks into rows; press seams toward the dark blocks. 

 - Then sew rows together to complete the top.  

 - Layer, baste, and quilt as desired.  

 - After quilting, attach PCQuilters label to the lower right corner of the back and bind the quilt.  

  

TO MAKE KITS FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE SEW DAYS:   

Each kit should have at least 15 dark fabrics, or more, and at least 5 or more light fabrics to make the quilt as scrappy as possible. 3 yards total of 

lights and 3 yards total of darks 

Cut the number of pieces listed below from light fabrics and cut the same number from dark fabrics.  

 - Cut 10, 7-1/4” WOF (Width-of-Fabric) strips. Sub-cut each strip as follows:  

  - Cut 4, 7-1/4” squares. Yield 40, 7-1/4” dark squares and 40, 7-1/4” light squares. 

   - Cut 2, 6-1/2” squares. Yield 20, 6-1/2” dark squares and 20, 6-1/2” light squares 

 - Cut 5, 6-1/2” WOF strips. Sub-cut each into 6, 6-1/2” squares. Yield 30, 6-1/2” dark squares and 30, 6-1/2” light squares 

 

 

If cutting from Fat Quarters: Cut 4, 7-1/4” squares and 2, 6-1/2” 

squares.   Or cut 6, 6-1/2” squares for the quantity needed.  

Reserve the leftover 

strip for binding.  

Total Number of 7-1/4” squares needed for HSTs per 

twin size kit:  

 40 light and 40 dark 

Total number of 6-1/2” squares needed per twin size kit:  

 50 light and 50 dark 

 


